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2. Demographics 2.1)



My job classification Adjunct



53.2%



Counselor



2.2)
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Full-time



39.4%



Librarian



2.1%



Other



1.3%



The courses I teach are Academic
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Workforce



17.9%



Other



2.8%



I do not regularly teach courses



2.8%



n=470



3. FCTL Outreach 3.1)



3.2)



3.3)



I know what the FCTL is, and at least one way it is supporting faculty.



I regularly receive emails and other information about the FCTL.



The FCTL website provides me with up-to-date information about events and other initiatives.
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Missi Patterson, All Teaching Faculty 3.4)



I've made use of the following resources and communications from the FCTL. Please select ALL that apply. FCTL Fabulous Four



16.5%



FCTL Monthly report



22.4%



FCTL Website FCTL Faculty Forum (Blog)



3.5)



n=474



19% 4%



FCTL twitter feed (@FCTLatACC)



0.8%



Emails announcing specific events



50.2%



Postcards



4.9%



Posters



5.7%



FCTL Mailing List



7.6%



I've received no communication from the FCTL



9.5%



If you have any additional comments on the way the FCTL communicates with faculty, please list them here. It's a great way for faculty to learn from each other and grow as educators. When I first heard about FCTL, I thought "finally!" and I have not been disappointed. I think one of the reasons this group is so successful is because of the faculty leader at the helm (Missi Patterson) who drives the organization forward through its many offerings that have great appeal to us as faculty members and is outside the usual boundaries of the Professional Development that ACC traditionally provides. A big win for everyone! . As an adjunct, I find that there is little targeted to us that peaks my interest. Communication is always challenging, and it is very hard to get faculty to pay attention or even notice information that is passed on to them, even directly, if they do not immediately perceive it as being relevant. I wish I had a suggestion for a way to make this better, but I don't. People just need to pay attention and be interested in learning. Didn't realize there was a Twitter feed. I'll start following it now! Events are never scheduled when we can attend (conflict with teaching schedule). However, our schedule is much fuller than average - so it would be hard to schedule for us no matter what. Excellent job, Ms. Missi! FCTL is doing a GREAT JOB! Would love to have a "virtual" location to share online articles and other learning materials. FCTL may communicate. I don't notice. FCTL, if anything, goes overboard with communication. It can get annoying to get so many emails. I get more FCTL email than I get from my department chair. The first reaction on their arrival usually is "Grrr! Another one." First contact I had besides Emails For this survey scale, I would have put 'strongly agree' first, followed by 'Agree', etc. I think you may get some extra 'Strongly disagree' responses from responders who didn't carefully read the scale. Frankly, I love what you're doing and would love to participate. But I'm so drowning in classes, administrative work, and legislative requirements that I can barely keep sane. Guessing that's the case with many of us . . . . Great assistance. Great job! Have the Dept. Head inform faculty at the beginning semester meetings. Honestly, it just clutters my inbox. I would prefer to not receive as many emails. I am a new adjunct, so this survey is really the only FCTL communication I'm aware of. I am a new member of the adjunct faculty, so I did not have much to share on this survey. I am currently taking graduate courses in Composition Studies so I have not participated in some of the activities, but when I am finished I will.
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I am more likely to read a short (1 page or less) email on one topic each month and less likely to take time to click on links and go to other pages I can't see (I generally don't click on the links to the FCTL monthly report because I can't see any reason to do that). I get dozens and dozens of emails each day and don't take much time to look at most of them. Finally, I guess because of my age, I am more likely to read a piece of paper than I am to read an email. I put paper newsletters and handouts in my briefcase and them read them sometimes while eating meals. I appreciate the emails - generally I find them concise and effective. I assume I've gotten email from FCTL but I can't really recall any specific things right now. I get a lot of email and though I see the email from FCTL, I do not always make time to read it. I have never heard of it till today, but it sounds interesting and will go view the site. I probably need to be added to the mailing list to receive some communications with it. I have no idea what FCTL is and don't know how to file the many emails I receive from them. I have no idea what this is. I haven't been using the resources very much. I like the multi-pronged approach to communicating with faculty. Strong content in Fac Devel. seminars. I prefer to get emails about FCTL information. If I need to follow up, I will go to the website. I recommend quality of communication over quantity. I think FCTL is doing a great job. I think the FCTL does an amazing job in connecting as many faculty and other ACC members together and to important resources. I think the problem is on my end. I get so many emails, I just don't have time for things that don't look like hot potatoes, so to speak. Sorry. I usually don't open the emails. Sorry, but there are so many in my inbox! I was not aware that there was a FCTL website. Faculty need more information about what is available. Information Overload It is extremely hard for the nursing faculty to participate in any of the activities because of our workload and mandatory meeting. Mondays and Tuesdays are packed with classes, labs, and mandatory meeting to keep our accreditiation. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturdays are our clinical days with varying hours/patterns. While I would love to participate face to face, I'm either in class or at clinical when the events are offered. I have used one online offering I think but it could have been from the nursing office also. It is unclear what the mission of FCTL might be. It isn't that I don't get emails. I get plenty, and the information is there for me, but I do not normally read them, It might be worth considering tailoring some messages for specific programs instead of teaching in general. It would be good to give an orientation on who you are and what you can do for faculty. Especially when new faculty come in. Many good activities, which is good, but sometimes they seem like the same activities. For example, I'm not always sure of the difference between Teaching Rounds and Stammtisch. Missi Patterson's workshops are overall the best I've attended at ACC. Only afew others have met her standard. More info on resources like seminars, blogs, etc More posters. More promotion of and info about Faculty Forum. No idea what it is so not sure how to respond. None (2 Counts) Not really. You are doing a great job. One way that your office may want to promote a greater mass appeal and more FCTL engagement is to refrain from repeatedly sending emails that require responses to surveys like this one. Emails that are composed with words telling me that I can, "avoid repeated reminders by completing it now," only bolster my reluctance to interrupt my hectic day to comply. Repeatedly hammering faculty (who are your internal customers) with requests to complete a survey is bad practice. Your messages, like the latest one I received, may be 09/29/2015
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perceived as rude and that is no way to gain solicit support and participation in your programs. Outreach has been quite effective, in my opinion. Postcards are the best bec/ I pin them up by my desk to help me remember. It's convenient for me. I usually don't take the time to print the e-mails and then forget about the trainings I was interested in. Really not very aware of what they do or can do to help So far, I have not gotten very involved. It feels like "push" marketing to faculty. It also comes across as a bit condescending in tone at times. I realize this is likely unintentional, but it doesn't feel faculty led. This would help a great deal if it could shift in that direction. Scheduling things for adjuncts in particular that cater to our schedule, needs, etc might also be a good idea to increase participation. Sorry, unaware of FCTL. Survey needs work. I teach both workforce and academic, but there is no option for this. have not seen any material on FCTL, didn' know (and still don't know where) there was a web site. And still do not know what the goals and objectives o FCTL are. So the real question is what has anyone in FCTL been doing to earn their salaries for the past year? Thank You for keeping us abreast of all the latest teachings and research available. Also, for being available for conferences and individual training. The first I learned of The Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning (FCTL) was through this survey request. I visited the site and am interested in learning more. The graphics make the text unreadable. It is impossible to decipher what is new and what is old information. Please reformat them. I'm sure there is useful information in them, but it takes too much effort to decode. The only communication I have received is the email directing me to take this survey. In our Adjunct training we were not introduced to the FCTL. I am a dual-credit adjunct and work in high schools. The use of the acronym may be why faculty don't associate FCTL with faculty development. Most faculty I speak with don't know that acronym at all. The visibility of FCTL is very good They are doing a great job. When I have looked at the emails, I have not found anything especially useful Would like to have more opportunities to participate in online, in Webinars, or by viewing videotaped events/workshop. I am never able to participate with scheduled events due to my work schedule. Would love more outreach, if it would enhance my teaching. You all need to find a way to reach more of us. It seems that you are only serving a few. Some of us have volunteered for events but Missi or whomever never even acknowledged our interests. This lack of communication makes us not want to get involve n these types of initiatives. You probably communicate very well with us, I'm just not sure always what falls under your jurisdiction to give you appropriate credit. We do have a lot of acronyms floating around, I don't keep up so well... na no comments none (2 Counts)



4. FCTL General
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I am aware of the following FCTL events and initiatives (Please select all that apply.) The Faculty Connection Series



30%



The New Faculty Seminar Series



35.7%



The FCTL Faculty Forum (blog)



15.6%



Faculty Stammtisch



58.4%



Teaching Rounds



4.2)



4.3)



19%



The Student Graffiti Project



13.7%



Rhem Riverboat Cruise



23.4%



I'm not familiar with any of the above



24.7%



The FCTL initiatives I've heard of sound valuable to me.



Overall, I have a positive view of the FCTL.



5.1%



9.7%



63.4%



21.7%



strongly disagree



strongly agree
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strongly disagree



strongly agree
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If you have any additional comments about your view of the FCTL in general, or its initiatives or events, please list them here. Adjuncts might become more engaged in your initiatives if there is compensation for their involvement in these programs. Otherwise, personally, I am too busy trying to make ends meet. Adjuncts simply don't get paid overtime to participate. As an adjunct who bounces around to different campuses, teaching students that likewise bounce around, I think it would be difficult to develop any sense of unity or community - especially given the often adversarial relationship that may exist. As often is the case with "instructional development", it can tend to be much ado about very little. Or much ado about matters so general and generic that it is hard to see how they apply to a specific discipline or course. No one lives successfully in the classroom by generalized cozy feelings alone. Content matters. Oh, if highly competent faculty are hired in the first place, they don't have to spend hours and hours "learning" how to do their job. Better access to events and development opportunities for people who cannot attend "live" workshops. Between teaching as adjunct and scrambling to make enough money to feel comfortable, I have no time to smooze with other faculty. Great idea, but better pay and more predictability in course load would make your organization more helpful to me. You seem the cart before the horse. Enjoyed the Stammtisch with the visiting literature professor, Dr. Rhem. FCTL is important for faculty who do not regularly attend national professional education meetings and workshops. If FCTL was responsible, I want to congratulate whomever was responsible for inviting David Yeager to speak at the General Assembly; finally we had a a general assembly speaker who provided faculty with useful, research-based information - not the latest fad, whether it is in management (e.g. servant leadership) or psychology (e.g. learning styles). We need researchers, like Professor Yeager, who can help us work with students on the autistic spectrum (neurodiverse students), with students who have undiagnosed dyslexia and dyscalculia, with students who experience stereotype threat or solo status, with students who have anxiety issues or PTSD, and with students who are the first in their families to attend college. I am adjunct. I have taught at ACC for over 20 years..... I go to faculty development that our department puts on. It's nice that FCTL has things available.....but right now...I have not made use of any of it.... I am teaching only part-time as a second career; thus I am not as interested in some of the activities as other younger instructors may be. I support this program fully and will participate on occasion in items of interest. Also, I enjoy seeing what is available and what is going on. I am too busy to attend. Always grading papers, grading, grading, grading. I attend the teaching retreat in Bandera and this seems to have sprung from it. It's all positive and good. I may not have time to participate in many events, but it's good to know they are there. I attended the "leadership" trainings this summer and thought much of the material was redundant. I did not like having the same presenter for two of the sessions. One training was on conflict management. I believe the trainer was names Herb...could be wrong on
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that though. Much of the material, stories and examples were repetitive. Each training should be taught by someone different.



I attended the Celebration of Great Teaching retreat last year and found it very helpful. I believe that FCTL should try to attend department meetings and educate faculty of their resources. First I ever heard of FCTL was this survey and I have taught at ACC for eight years. I also thin the FCTL should create a series or program that would teach me to become a better teacher (not in regards to my subject) but in regards to curriculum and instruction - to make me a better teacher for my students. I don't fully understand how this is different from how we have traditionally done faculty development. Is it the same thing with a different name? I don't know much about it, or how it could support my role as an adjunct professor. I guess I just don't know much about FCTL or saw how it could directly benefit me. I have dropped the ball on keeping up with this information. The reason is because I never feel I have the time. When I am going through my email, I just usually skip all that I don't have to read right away and tell myself I'll come back for the rest. I have never heard of it till today, but it sounds interesting and will go view the site. I probably need to be added to the mailing list to receive some communications with it. I have not had the time to attend or utilize any of the resources yet but hope to in the future. I have positive views of the FCTL. Because of some particular things that are going on right now with my job, I'm too busy teaching to spend much time talking about teaching, but I approve of the FCTL. I love the idea and execution of the FCTL. Its leadership is outstanding! I love what FCTL is doing and I'm surprised more faculty aren't aware and taking advantage of these amazing opportunities. The energy and positivity that all the FCTL staff (and faculty) bring to these projects is contagious. I prefer development with outside speakers. I'm not a fan of teaching rounds, stammtisch, etc. events. My perception has always been that a development program that primarily uses internal staff/faculty to conduct training isn't as big of a commitment for a college than one that invests in external resources. Although the FCTL staff is incredible, the college leadership including the Trustees, should show much more support. I really hate acronyms and yours is pretty long. I am pretty sure the F stands for Faculty. Beyond that, don't know. Maybe spell out the title completely until you are better known? I still know nothing about it. I teach in both Academic and Workforce departments and the survey only allowed me to select one. I also work in more than one job classification and could only select one choice. Maybe future surveys could allow multiple choices? I think FCTL is a worthwhile component of ACC. MY time commitments, however, are such that it is difficult to attend any of the workshops offered, even when offered at convenient times like on Fridays. I think Missi has done a great job of getting the initiative up and rolling in this past year. There are always glitches and things rarely work out quite as well as one might hope, but I think the overall rollout has been both substantive and worthwhile. I'm glad she has a lot more energy than I do . . . I think it is just another example of the way ACC wastes money. I think some wonderful and creative things have been initiated by the FCTL this year. It is a great initiative to bring faculty together in forums to share ideas and hopefully have their inputs and voices heard about programs, policies, etc. of the college I think the FCTL is a great resource! I just have much time to participate. I think the FCTL is wonderful. The activities that are offered sound interesting and worthwhile. Unfortunately, as often happens with many things, some of the activities are offered at times I am teaching, or have office hours, and I'm working with students. Sometimes they are at locations I can not get to at the times the activity is offered. I don't know a solution for that, because ACC is now so very spread out, and we all have very busy teaching schedules. I very much appreciate the effort of this center to offer meaningful activities and events for faculty. I'm not as familiar as I would like with everything the center has to offer and I seem to have very little time to spend in this direction. Perhaps spring will afford me the time to participate and learn more. Keep up the good work. I'm hearing positive things about you from other faculty. If I have one suggestion it might be to involve the academic department heads more in planning for the events in their area and offering them through the department. I want to get involved at the Stammtisch on my campus, but I have not yet. I missed the first meeting and I have never heard about it again (maybe it only met once?).
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I wish I knew more about the FCTL, but I do not. Not sure where to find the information. I wish this group had a stronger presence on a central campus or location. Currently, they rely on flyers and a campus volunteer to get the word out in person, but it would be awesome if the FCTL had a visible office. I would recommend that all activities be specific to the needs of the professor. We care about teaching and we care about our students. The key for me at least is that the activities be convenient, relevant, and useful. As an adjunct, I am paid very little and have little time to devote. THis is a major challenge for all adjuncts. It may be useful to engage adjuncts in particular to ask us what our needs are and what would be useful, then design the program around that. I'm sure I've gotten email about all of the above-listed events, but if I don't plan to be immediately involved (mainly because I'm always busy), they don't necessarily get into long-term memory. I've already been working at ACC for 15 years, so much of what you are doing is not as crucial for me as for some newer people. I do appreciate the effort and creating a discussion about teaching. Information Overload for me personally. I think it's probably good for those who have time, especially New Faculty. I have another job and am too busy. It is hard to find time and motivation to participate. The events sound mildly interesting but not enough that I want to drive far and make room in my schedule (for the most part). I attended the Rhem Riverboat Cruise, but was disappointed that there wasn't more engaging professional development. I liked the beginning game where we talked to other faculty. The discussion Dr. Rhem (?) led was okay, but I wanted to hear from him more than share stories with other faculty. There was nothing new there, no take-away. It pains me to teach desperately poor students and then to attend events where a speaker has been brought in at great expense to deliver information that is, at best, ho-hum. A visiting speaker does not benefit the waitress at The Chili Parlor. It's hard because I want to connect with others, but as an adjunct, there are other issues that seem more important. I don't really feel like the college cares about us. The college cares about creating things like FCTL, which seems like a sign that they care about us meanwhile, we never have any job security, we make on average $15,000 year, have no benefits, can have our classes taken from us on a whim, etc. So it's hard to feel enthused about that great things that FCTL does when we have these other major, demoralizing considerations on our plates. Keep up the enthusiasm and the interesting, helpful content! Marketing materials of events and opportunities are often lost in the many emails and communications sent out at ACC. Missi and Erika are doing a great job! Missi and her staff continue to do an outstanding job in facilitating ways to improve faculty performance. Because of the efforts of the FCTL, I believe our student body is receiving their education from qualified instructors which results in pride for all. More times available so adjunct faculty who teach on the days and times FCTL events are currently scheduled have an opportunity to participate. My plate is SO FULL, I rarely have time to complete my faculty and administrative duties/responsibilities, that many times I don't have time to read long emails sent by FCTL. NA NA was chosen for overall view because one event that I wanted to attend had a limit for attendance and quickly filled. The seminar was not offered again because it was from a visiting company and their materials were only available to those who attended. It would be useful to have some recording or material from these special events for those unable to attend due to time constraints or limited spacing. None (2 Counts) Not sure what it is, what it does, or why they are sending emails to me. Number 4.2 should be separated to assess each event and initiative posted in 4.1 along with a brief description of each event. If one is unaware of an event, then they cannot assess the value of the event. Our President said we are over 1800 Adjuncts. We need to promote these services to all Adjuncts. Please see above. Several of the offerings look interesting to me. The problem is my workload. Even when I would like to participate, my teaching load and administrative duties (which continue to increase) make it difficult to participate, unless I give up even more of my personal life. I took 3 weeks off this summer, even though I get paid for 10.5 months. I think keeping current with new teaching strategies and use of technology is important, but there is a limit to my devotion to this job. I am pleased that the college has made resources available to faculty. I went to a few of the events and enjoyed them. Now we need to do a better job of balancing the different aspects of the responsibilities of the job. Since I have no experience with The Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning (FCTL), I cannot respond. However, I plan to get more involved this year and look forward to providing more feedback next year. Thank you for your efforts.
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Sorry I don't know more about it. I'm relatively new and am extremely focused on just doing my job! Hopefully, I will learn more in time. Thank you for the terrifically useful classes you offer to make us better instructors. The FCTL is the best energy-producing unit at ACC. By that, I mean that it consistently provides me with connections and ideas. The FCTL programs are relevant, innovative, and inspirational! Keep up the good work!! The beginning of the fall semester is a very busy time. Really don't have a chance to look in FCTL. The focus of the FCTL, even in its name, is on teaching, which serves our instructional faculty well, but de-emphasizes counseling and librarian faculty needs. The programs are innovative and offer many opportunities for faculty not only to connect and network but to learn and grow. There are so many notices that come from this source that it is often difficult to differentiate which are most and least important, or at least, less important. There is only so much time, and to a certain degree, this service is difficult to use for this primary reason. Useful: More technical, software, hardware, skills-level workshops, etc. More info about student motivation, engaging students, dealing with difficult students, etc. More info about discounts, perks, unique opportunities, etc. available to Adjust Instructors. What we need is more training in our subject fields to keep up with rapidly expanding cadmic knowledge. This is discipline specific, not just everyone opining together. Would like to see more events geared towards counseling faculty specifically have heard very little n/a na no idea who or what you do, if I have received e-mails from you , they are so vagueor, not to the point that I just discard them none see above some of the events were not of interest where other events were worth the time invested. 4.5)



What sorts of initiatives or events would you like to see from the FCTL in the upcoming year? More gatherings of faculty in Discussion Groups; Teaching demonstrations on subjects that we don't normally hear about; I would personally like some folks who are great at putting together DL courses themselves to host a panel discussion on what does it mean to have a successful online presence for our students. - maybe some events that provide an opportunity for students and faculty to meet/mingle - some type of initiative to assist (provide training, materials, etc.) those who "mentor" - strengthen the mentoring experience - Guided pathways and changing the ACC culture to put more emphasis on completion efforts - Dialog, presentations and information on facilitated learning as discussed in guided pathways models



A focus on working with Generation 1.5ers. This is my passion, and I haven't found a community yet at ACC. (By Gen 1.5, I mean students who were born in the US whose parents spoke a language other than English at home. I'm particularly interested in the types of support this particular group needs. A hard look at the evaluation instrument, which I think should include questions about whether the student feels that they have been challenged to expand their thinking and skills, about how much they feel they have learned, etc. Why are such questions not currently part of the instrument? Adjunct - focused and adjunct-led programs and activities. If possible, it would be very useful for us to be compensated in some way as we are trying to piece together a living while teaching in service to the community. If not, at least make it as positive and convenient as possible. Most of what I see tends to expect adjuncts to be available and adhere to all the rules and schedules of full-timers but without any of the pay or benefits. I have also seen that many adjuncts are the problem solvers who work odd hours and take the sections others do not find conveninet. This should be rewarded and celebrated as excellent service. Instead it generally isn't. If you want great teaching, make adjuncts feel appreciated and celebrate the great teachers you already have. My 2 cents. Thanks for all you do! 09/29/2015
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Anything that would be available "on demand" and that didn't require attendance during the work week As an adjunct my time on campus is limited. Although I would possibly attend events sponsored by the FCTL it is not feasible for me to go because I live quite far from most of the campuses. So far the events scheduled would mean a minimum of 2 hours round trip driving. I think you're on the right track and hope to someday get to one of your offerings. Charettes Create an email reminder showing a calendar view of upcoming events for the semester and maybe include a short outline of titles and dates. This could serve as a quick reminder if someone would like to plan ahead, but is unable to login to the PD calendar. Events that focus on faculty learning, whether it is in our area of expertise or on specific developments in the areas of learning and cognition. We have many talented and knowledgeable faculty who can present and do workshops. Involve and show case our own. We can learn from each other. Faculty success stories in areas such as classroom discussions, getting the most out of labs, identifying and applying your teaching style, reaching students with different learning styles, etc. Faculty-Administration communications, understanding one another and our/ their parallel/ different goals/ values. What's helpful to know, and how can Faculty develop in ways that are both professionally valuable and aligned with Administration's vision? Faculty-led professional development offerings on what ACC faculty are doing that is effective to promote student success. Get rid of General Assembly. Use the money saved for professional development funds for faculty. Increase funding of the Educational Advancement Program/tuition reimbursement program enough to get rid of the lottery. Do not promote the use of motorized craft on Town Lake. Guest lectures by faculty from other institutions on subjects of interest to faculty in certain areas. Discipline specific. Have Dept. Heads inform faculty of FCTL services. Hold events at a time that is convenient for everyone. For example, organize something just prior to the graduation ceremony so that we can kill 2 birds with one stone on one day. I apologize if this info overlaps with events you have already done. Student Success, Guided Pathways, Developing Exciting Lectures, improving Public speaking skills to improve lectures, the "Flipped classroom", developing meaningful classroom activities (in general, and possible help with topic-specific info). Meditation, teaching students to Meditate and center themselves when Test Anxiety hits, I appreciate what you are doing, though I usually can't participate. I cannot think of anything. I didn't go, but the cruise on Town Lake sounded fun. I do not have any informed opinions now. I have never heard of it till today, but it sounds interesting and will go view the site. I probably need to be added to the mailing list to receive some communications with it. I like events where there is a talk and perhaps an activity that demonstrates hands-on something I can apply directly to my classroom. You can't go wrong providing food. It's how we get people to attend training sessions! I really haven't thought about it. However, if I did come up with something, I am glad Missi is a visible FCTL leader. I know I can take it to her and she always will be receptive to new ideas. I think everything that is being offered it great. I look forward to taking part in more activities this upcoming year. I think it would be beneficial to have some kind of social gathering held AFTER the NFS to foster the connections made during the seminars. Perhaps at the end of the semester or beginning of next. I think you should continue to do what you are doing. I wish there were a place where we could talk openly about our failures without feeling as though our jobs would be endangered. I would be more likely to attend an event on my campus than at HBC. I would like to have outside speakers come to give us instruction in cognitive sciences and tested instructional strategies that might benefit our teaching strategies. I would like to see additional workshop opportunities offered on the topic of the Futures Institute --I missed the opportunity to enroll in that one - but it's this kind of 'top down' 'changes' that I feel are important to better understand (what the issues are, etc) I would like to see faculty events planned around local and ACC resources. Internships, workshops for students seeking to transfer--these are the efforts that matter, not some ego-polish that looks good on a curriculum vita. For example, get Blake Williams of the UT Admissions 09/29/2015
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Office to come in to train faculty and counselors in ways to improve their students' likelihood of acceptance. The river cruise was great, but the faculty would have benefited far more from an ACC librarian than from this Guy from Far Away who spouted Superficial Feel-Good-isms. His fee would have been far better spent on a scholarship for waitresses who want to do better for themselves. The same applies to moneys spent for trips hither-and-yon by ACC leaders that don't even have indirect benefit to the students in my classes. I would like to see the FCTL work more closely with the Austin School and promote them in order to create more professional development opportunities for faculty. I have attended a few Austin School events and think that they would be very compatible. I'd like to see the FCTL resurrect the newsletter _Great Teaching_ of a decade and a half or so ago. In it, faculty contributed short articles on teaching techniques they use, issues in higher education, etc. I'd like to see you use more of the ACC faculty for your offerings. We have such a pool of experts at the college. I think we should utilize them more. Invite them personally to come train. Offer them double prof. development credit for the course and a coffee :) I'm not sure. By the nature of an institution like ACC, and the majority of the faculty who like me, are adjunct, it is quite difficult to assess this group to find those initiative or events that would be beneficial. Induction of new faculty (if that's something within your purview.) Information about what FCTL is Initiatives specifically designed for Adjuncts, the forgotten instructional force. Initiatives to bring Adjunct faculty together to share experiences and information. Instructional development should be discipline related. Hence, the weakness of a "generalized" FCTL wherein the leadership has little or no experience of what goes on in, say, a physics lab. Or a welding shop. Or a nursing practicum. One is never just "teaching". One is teaching "something", and the "something" needs to play a significant role in developing good strategies for teaching it. So, in short, FCTL should solicit faculty in disciplines to be part of discipline specific (or area specific, like science) sessions. "Sharing Best Practices in Ornithology". Or whatever. Maybe individualized events for departments. That way it can get into specifics rather than broad topics. Because I'm sure an English instructor will have different learning objectives and methods than say a Radio, TV and Film instructor More speakers/workshops on innovative methods/tools/activities that can be used in the classroom. More workshops for counselors that would relate to licensing requirements. NA No suggestions None (2 Counts) Not sure of what they can do Nothing in particular - I receive most of my continuing education at workshops conducted by education societies in my discipline; I both attend and lead these national professional workshops. Ones that are offered at various campuses. Other than the Stammtish, my impression is that all events are held at HBC during the normal teaching weekdays (M-Th). Online presence; chats, webex...so all faculty can access these resources without having to be in person or on a specific campus. Our accreditation is this time next year and it is overwhelmingly taking every spare minute any of us has. Perhaps some explanation of what this group is going to do to earn my support and appreciation. I have not seen any benefit to-date. Seminars on how to create effective leadership strategies for department chairs Some address of structural issues that impact teaching. E.g. full-time/adjunct faculty relations. Faculty evaluation. Composition of classes in re student readiness. Specific training on classroom management. A buddy system for new instructors with more seasoned faculty, preferrably teaching the same course on the same campus. Stammtisch. . .is this a yiddish, German word? To me an English translation would be more inviting, enhance availability. Maybe a subtitle translation? 09/29/2015
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Technology: games, teaching tools, Prezi, slideshows The offerings available seem great. I will look into what is offered and email if I have suggestions. Useful: More technical, software, hardware, skills-level workshops, etc. More info about student motivation, engaging students, dealing with difficult students, etc. More info about discounts, perks, unique opportunities, etc. available to Adjust Instructors. While I like the opportunities to just connect with other faculty and discuss the challenges and successes of teaching, the most useful workshops I've attended at ACC are presentations that introduce specific new techniques or technologies to be implemented directly in the classroom. faculty development continuing ed courses available on the fall and spring convocation days. I get so busy once the semester starts that I have a hard time attending, but I usually look for classes I can attend on convocation days. And continue the Great Teaching retreat. na none for me not even sure what your scope of services could be seminars on teaching theory and current research workshops
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Profile Compilation:



All Teaching Faculty



Values used in the profile line: Mean



3. FCTL Outreach



3.1)



3.2)



3.3)



I know what the FCTL is, and at least one way it is supporting faculty.



strongly disagree



strongly agree



I regularly receive emails and other information about the FCTL.



strongly disagree



strongly agree



The FCTL website provides me with up-to-date information about events and other initiatives.



strongly disagree



strongly agree



The FCTL initiatives I've heard of sound valuable to me.



strongly disagree



strongly agree



Overall, I have a positive view of the FCTL.



strongly disagree



strongly agree



n=423



av.=3.0 md=3.0 dev.=0.9



n=422



av.=3.3 md=3.0 dev.=0.8



n=290



av.=3.2 md=3.0 dev.=0.8



n=350



av.=3.0 md=3.0 dev.=0.7



n=357



av.=3.2 md=3.0 dev.=0.7



4. FCTL General



4.2)



4.3)
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